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Minutes 
of 

July 20, 2020  DS&L Zoom Meeting  
 
The meeting, via Zoom, started promptly at 6:30 p.m. In attendance: Bob Collins, Brad Cotton, Tom Hartzell, Durrie 
Monsma, Annette Mickle, Tom O’Connor, Ralph Shroba, Jeff Stevens, and the Chair, Kevin Schaal. Absent: Kevin 
Galliers. 

1. Regular Reports  

 Minutes. The Chair canceled the June 2020 meeting, but later “took items that he had been working on” and 
prepared a “modified set of minutes” that he distributed with the Agenda on July 19. Those minutes (see 
Exhibit A below) were unanimously approved. 

 Leader Certifications. Tom O’Connor reported that, since the last meeting, one new leader, Karin Hensel, 
had been duly certified to lead D level hikes, including backcountry.  

 Incident Reports. Tom Hartzell reported that  

i) We had one incident last month, a hiker who incurred a minor injury while descending Square Top.  The 
hiker tripped on a rock that she did not see while the wind temporarily blew her hair across her 
face.  She sustained a minor cut on her leg below the knee and was treated on the scene by the Trip 
Leader using the contents of her first aid kit.  She did not require further medical attention and has only 
been using a small bandage to promote healing at home. She normally pins her hair back. She indicated 
she will be doing that on all future hikes. 

ii) The member whom State had previously terminated because of complaints against her had rejoined and 
that State had terminated her a second time. 

Separately, the Chair mentioned that those committee members who haven’t watched Tom’s YouTube CMC 
video on WFA, “I recommend you do so.  It is a great WFA refresher.  Tom, thanks so much.  You did a 
fantastic job on this AND I want you on all of the trips I go on.  You have amazing expertise in wilderness first 
aid!  We’d all be safer with you along.” 

 HAMS. The Chair reported that he had raised the question with Keegan of HAMS belonging in TCS instead of 
Denver Group. Keegan was only lukewarm to the suggestion. 

 Newsletter.  

i) Before the meeting, the Chair circulated the attached memo regarding the confusing topic of “splitting a 
hiking group.” The memo cited sections of the State Trip Leader Manual, pages 28 & 29, and concluded 
that “if properly managed and adequately communicated, then, Yes, a trip leader may split his or her 
hiking group.” Chair also reported concurrence was obtained from CMC Legal Consultant Matt Biscan on 
the contents of the memo.  In committee discussion, Brad suggested we do it all the time; we should 
have a policy. The Chair said the policy should be all about “situational awareness.” The consensus was 
the topic be addressed in the next newsletter. 

ii) Also, before the meeting, Jeff proposed that the newsletter be distributed statewide (to all trip leaders, 
not just DG leaders). In support of the proposal, he said that “…many, if not most, of the past articles 
would be useful to all CMC leaders. For example, Rusciutto's essays on first aid...the notion that we in 
the DG play well with others and are not as parochial and myopic as we seem to the outside world…the 
idea that leaders from other groups might also have some good articles in their back pockets that they 
are willing to share…[and] that Maddie would be pleased, maybe.” Maddie does indeed agree. In her 
July 16 reply to Jeff’s proposal, she stated she “really likes this idea…If anything the DS&L newsletter has 
become a really valuable club resource. It’s professionally done, has really useful and informative 
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content, and provides great value to the membership and leadership alike. Much like what Jeff said, I 
think all leaders could benefit from reading it, and I think it’s right on target with 1 CMC.” The 
committee agreed. Durrie, et al. will follow up.  

iii) After the meeting, Durrie commented on the prospect of a statewide newsletter: “I think it’s headed for 
obsolescence if Maddie follows through on her plans for a CMC-wide leader newsletter.  Granted, there 
will still be items of uniquely local interest, but that can be handled with group notes.   In addition to 
MHM, we already have a proliferation of local section newsletters from RMOTHG, Bobcats, Trailblazers, 
and now the new Backpacking section.” 

 ATA 

i) Brad indicated the lecture segment of the ATA school would soon be available online.  

ii) The Chair reported on one of Maddie’s recent Fireside Chats in which the definition of “backcountry” 
was addressed. Linda Lawson, in her capacity as chair of a special subcommittee of the Risk 
Management Committee devoted to winter trips, said that if the trip was more than an hour from the 
closest medical facility, it should be considered “backcountry”; if less than an hour away, it would not. 
The Chair indicated he would follow up with Linda and report at the next meeting. After the Fireside 
Chat, the Chair had a chance to talk to Linda who clarified that she had been asked by RMS, probably by 
Bruce, to be on a subcommittee he formed to define terms such as “snow covered areas” and “Remote 
Areas”. As a result, the BOD of CMC did officially define ‘Remote Area’ as stated above and determined 
ATA is not required for leaders who only lead trips in Open Spaces, State Parks or Urban Areas. 

 Trip Leader School 

i) Jeff reported that TLS was scheduled and rescheduled twice, the last time for June 27.  Instead of the 
usual raucous event in the Golden building, he Zoomed it.  There were eleven students in attendance, 
one of whom was not a DG member.  The class ran from 8 AM into about 11 AM. The following Monday, 
six of the students met on Zoom with Kevin, Uwe Sartori, Pat McKinley and Jeff to do the new, improved 
Scenarios LIT, which lasted about 2 hours and 15 minutes. On Wednesday, the final four students plus 
three others who took the "online" course met on Zoom with Kevin, Pat and Jeff to do the second 
Scenarios LIT. 

ii) Jeff indicated the next TLS is scheduled for October 10.Rooms at the AMC building have been reserved. 

2. Changes to WFA 

 Before the meeting 

i) The Chair reported that Jeff Flax is discontinuing as Director of Denver Group WFA; Backcountry Pulse to 
teach all WFA classes; WFA to be ‘self-funded';  prices are being increased, similar to costs from 
commercially available schools, ie, REI and others; some slots open to general public; SALT will no longer 
be used to pay for a leader to attend; instead, 5 slots per session will be reserved for leaders to attend 
for free 

ii) The Chair questioned whether Backcountry Pulse will include a short segment on the use of our Incident 
Management Cards.  No firm answer yet. Uncertain how IM cards would be distributed.  (The Chair 
recommends against DS&L taking on this responsibility.) 

iii) The Chair wondered whether State Leadership Project will eventually pay for ATA or AIARE for Denver 
Group trip leaders?  It is already doing this for other groups’ leaders. 

 At the meeting, members  

i) Noted there would be no more refresher courses (Jeff Stevens to change TLS documentation) 

ii) Asked, are five slots enough to get all our leaders through? 
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iii) Asked what will happen to leaders who, for inability to take WFA,  are out of compliance: Will they be 
decertified as leaders? 

iv) Suggested we put together a list of questions to Flax, including questions relating to funding, scheduling, 
compliance, IM cards, etc. 

v) Noted that with 340 leaders, if half must be recertified every two years, 170 of them would have to 
attend WFA every year. 

 After the meeting,  

i) Durrie and Bob did submit questions to Flax. (To date, we’ve not received a reply.) 

ii) Jeff Flax posted the following on the Over the Hill Gang August newsletter:  

“The Denver Group will no longer be offering the WFA or the WFA refresher courses. In its place, the CMC 
has a new WFA course partner, Backcountry Pulse (BCP.) I have worked very closely with them on the 
development and details for the new hybrid course (four hours of live Zoom lectures, four hours of video 
presentations, quizzes, a final exam, and the final eight-hour hands-on scenario day when it is safe to meet 
in-person again.) I am completely satisfied with the high level of teaching BCP offers and am impressed with 
their program.  

The WFA certification remains valid for two years. The CMC will be extending the acceptance of expired 
certifications for a few months provided students complete the first half of the class later this year and the 
second half once the scenario days are resumed. The one-day WFA refresher course will no longer be 
offered as the CMC State Board of Directors has instituted training standards for leaders, which require a 
two-day, approved 16-hour course WFA every two years. Some of the Denver Group volunteer instructors 
will continue to have a role with the new course, primarily with some of the videos and with the hands-on 
scenarios.  

CMC leaders, prospective and new leaders, and school instructors have an opportunity to apply for free 
tuition for the course. In return, those receiving free tuition will be asked to lead or instruct six trips or 
school field days in the two years following certification. There are five CMC scholarship slots reserved for 
leaders in each class. CMC has assured us there will be sufficient slots to meet the training needs of our 
leaders and school instructors over the course of the next year. (CMC is working on integrating the Denver 
Group’s SALT scholarship program with the new WFA school and will provide more information as it 
becomes available.)  

The cost of the course for non-leaders or those who chose to self-pay is $200 for CMC members and $245 
for non-CMC members. Courses will be offered about once a week for the near future. Leaders who have 
taken comparable wilderness first aid courses and hold a current certification may apply for a waiver to the 
requirement to take WFA from the CMC.”  (End of Jeff Flax’s posting which appeared in the Over the Hill 
Gang August newsletter.)  

Chair Comment:  Subsequent to the above posting issued by Jeff Flax, a Zoom session hosted by Emily 
Bresko and Maddie Miller decided to stick to the decision that SALT would not be used for applying for WFA 
for Denver Group trip leader and re-evaluate at a later date to see how it was working as anticipated. 

3. Eckard Roder Grant activities 

 Before the meeting, the Chair asked 

i) Do we have the necessary permissions to proceed with buying the AIARE sleds? Answer, Yes 

ii) Do we know the proper procedure? Answer, Yes 

iii) Where are we with specifying the items we desire for ATA? Working on it 
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 At the meeting, the pre-meeting questions were answered in the affirmative. Also:  

i) The committee approved the purchase of the two sleds for AIARE which were selected by AIARE School 
Director. 

ii) It appeared we would have $300 left over 

iii) The question became, What should we spend the $300 for, e.g. projector for ATA? 

iv) Brad indicated he would look further into it (with his son-in-law) and would make a presentation in 
August.  

4. LAN 

 Before the meeting, the Chair asked 

i) Should we hold it or cancel the November 2020 Leader Appreciation Night? Answer, No, except possibly 
as described below 

ii) Should we ask Council to combine LAN with the Annual Dinner? Answer, Maybe. Kevin to talk to Robbie 
and Kathy and the man himself, Keegan.  Subsequently, Council approved the idea, so there will be a 
combined Annual Dinner/Leader Appreciation Night on November 15th. 

iii) Would our keynote speaker agree to be the speaker for the Annual Dinner? TBD. Kevin to reach out to 
Sheryl Lampert and pass it by Carol Munch.  Subsequently Sheryl has agreed to be the speaker for the 
combined event. 

iv) Do we award free memberships to most prolific trip leaders this year? Under consideration – from 
absolutely Yes (Hartzell who believes I “especially important this year”), to “Certainly Not” (Durrie and 
Jeff). 

 

5. One CMC 

i) The Chair has been asked to serve on a State Council committee to discuss the topic of “One CMC.”  

ii) Jeff asked who the members of the Risk Management Committee are? After the meeting, the Chair sent 
the list of RMC names to committee members:  

Bruce     McClintock          Pikes Peak Group, BOD 
Collin     Powers                 Pikes Peak Group 
Doug     Maiwurm             Denver Group, ex-CMC Staff 
Kathy     Kurtz                     Denver Group, BOD 
Jacob     McCracken          New CMC Dir. Finance, Denver Group 
Linda     Lawson                 Denver Group 
Maren   Olson                    Denver Group, BOD 
Mark      Vermeal               Not a member.  Insurance Provider 
Mark      Schaible               Pikes Peak Group, BOD 
Paul       Schoell                 Pikes Peak Group 
Penn      Burris                   Denver Group 
Rob        Mascarenas        BOD and Denver Group 
Tara       Schoedinger        Boulder Group 

 
iii) The Chair asked, What are the powers and the decision making role of Risk Management Committee? 

To be discussed.  
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6. Revision of DS&L Policy and Procedures Manual is under way – adding and editing policies recently enacted. 
The Chair has agreed to undertake.  

7. New Business. None. 

The meeting adjourned shortly before 8:30.  

Respectfully submitted,  

Bob Collins, Secretary 
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Exhibit A 

 
June 15, 2020 – DS&L Meeting 

There was no June DS&L meeting due to a schedule conflict with the Committee Chair. However, the chair prepared 
these notes that will serve as a substitute to meeting minutes.   
 
 
1) New Trip Leaders:  One trip leader was approved in June.  The new leader is Nathan Hans at D level including 

winter backcountry. 

 

2) Eckart Roder Grant and Funds:  Annette reported the cost of the rescue sleds/tarp that Linda Lawson suggested 

for use in future AIARE Schools is about $510 for 2 sleds. Pending committee approval, we will tell Steve 

Bonowski that we'd like to use $510 of the $800 available, and work with Linda to get the order processed. We'll 

have about $290 for something else. Committee will continue working on ideas for the next grant submission, 

with cost estimates. We should try to submit for the next round of grants in August.  Details of the above 

mentioned sleds/tarp can be found at https://alpine-thread-works.myshopify.com/products/ski-guides-rescue-

tarp.  Website Pricing is Canadian $. 

 

3) Chair Items for Discussion:   

A. Chair had a leader question why he was taken off the leader list without notification.  Through conversation 

and investigation, this leader proved he was an active trip leader.  Why the database search conducted by 

Chair didn’t reveal the trips this leader had led is not clear.  Chair had him restored as a trip leader.  (ps -  

hopefully you remember that Maddie and Lauren are taking over most of the work of checking leader 

credentials, thereby relieving DS&L of this task.) 

 

B. The BPX (Backpack Section) defined the classifications for what constitutes an Easy, Moderate and Difficult 

backpack.  They asked for Council’s approval and asked that three other things be done. 

i. First that DS&L publish the classification descriptions in our next Newsletter. 

ii. That the classification descriptions be included in the DS&L Policy and Procedure manual, which 

Chair is taking responsibility for. 

iii. That the classification descriptions be listed on club websites, cmc.org and cmcdenver.org.  Either 

Council Co-leads or Chair will work with the appropriate people to get this accomplished. 

iv. The BPX classification details are below. 

Backpack trip classifications as designated by the BPX Section Leaders - Effective June 10, 2020 

"The purpose of BPX is to promote backpacking as a core CMC activity, organize and coordinate 
backpacking trips, create and support a community of backpackers, and provide early notice of 
BPX events to members." 
 
Subject:  Backpacking Classifications  
 
Background:  Classification Descriptions located in DS&L Trip Leader Manual 
 
Backpacking Trip Classifications are assigned a rating for the entire trip based on the most 
difficult day of the trip 
 

https://alpine-thread-works.myshopify.com/products/ski-guides-rescue-tarp
https://alpine-thread-works.myshopify.com/products/ski-guides-rescue-tarp
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Easy Backpack:  Less than 5 miles; less than 1000 feet elevation gain (An Easy Hike is <8 
miles/1200') 
Mod Backpack:  5-10 miles; 1000-2000 feet elevation gain (A Mod Hike is 8-12 miles/1200'-
2500') 
Diff Backpack:  >10 miles; greater than 2000 feet elevation gain (A Diff Hike is >12 

miles/2500'+)  
 
Availability of above classifications on line:  Unable to locate where the existing classifications 
have been available to leaders to consistently classify backpacking trips; some leaders classify 
backpacking trips as hike classifications due to lack of information available.  
 
Classification Change Logic:  BPX now has almost 1200 members many of whom are 
inexperienced, some who are not in backpacking condition, some who have older frame 
backpacks, some who have not backpacked for several years or decades.  
 
Backpack weights are typically double the weights of daypacks, or around 20# to 40# compared 
to 10# to 20# for daypacks. This increase in pack weight should decrease the mileage and 
elevation gain for backpacking at some percentage less than the hiking classifications of Easy, 
Mod, Diff in use by Denver Group.  

4) The revised hiker/skier classification change request form that was modified for the D hiker classification 

as requested by the Tech Climbing School was posted on club websites.  Immediately thereafter Chair was 

notified that the details for obtaining a C hiker classification contained errors/inaccuracies, so we will have 

to make yet another modification to this form. 

a. The details regarding the C classification are: 

i. See the attached image below for the form in its current state:  Item #2 shows that WTS or a 

waiver OR Backpacking School is required.  I learned that, in fact, WTS is a pre-requisite for 

enrolling in Backpacking School and therefore it should be deleted from the form.  Then I 

was informed that graduation from Day Hiker School was the equivalent of WTS and should 

be listed as an alternate way to satisfy the C hiker classification.  Final confirmation was 

received from Council.  and the form will be revised.  Item 2 will then say “Wilderness 

Trekking School or waiver by WTS Director OR Day Hiker School (attach a copy of certificate 

or waiver)”. 

 

 

 

 

 

5) LAN in November:  Chair started a discussion with Council who reported, “we are certain there will be no 

annual dinner like we normally have”.  At their June meeting held on 6/10/20, they discussed doing 

something virtual and discussed several ideas “for making it fun”.  They had already talked about having 

Maddie present a program on her 50 peaks adventure.   

At the July DS&L meeting, the committee will discuss the approach we want to take with our LAN in 

November. 

 

6) COVID updated Protocols for trips:  At the 6/11/20 Fireside Chat hosted by Maddie Miller, the following 

announcements were made: 

A. Overnight backpack trips are now allowed.  
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B. Members on backpacks are required to have separate tents unless they are members of the same 

household. 

C. The regulation of not allowing trips more difficult than A/B hikes has ended.  Now trips of any 

difficulty may be led.   

D. Climbing trips are now allowed. 

E. The previous regulation on wearing masks at all times has been relaxed.  Now masks should be worn 

at the trailhead at the beginning and end of a trip.  Wear masks when meeting people on the trail.  

(My personal rule is to chat with your participants at the beginning of the day and determine 

people’s sensitivities toward wearing or not wearing a mask and adopt the practice that puts the 

most hesitant participant at ease.) 

F. The capacity for CMC school enrollment is changed from 8 total in the classroom to 10 total in the 

classroom. 

G. However, the limit on a trip remains at 8 total. 

H. Carpooling is RECOMMENDED only, not REQUIRED, but since the CMC trip begins and ends at the 

trailhead, CMC cannot prevent carpooling.  Members of the same household can and always could 

carpool. 

I. The AMC building has established maximum occupancies for each room.  For example, the four 

conference rooms, A, B, C and D downstairs by the climbing wall, has a max capacity of 55.  These 

maximum occupancies are likely to change in the near future. 

J. WFA classes that are virtual in nature are coming soon.  They envision on-line or virtual content for 

50% of this 16-hour school.  The other 8 hours is designated for in-person medical scenarios which 

they hope to be able to provide in late August (or at a date yet to be determined).  State and Denver 

Group WFA providers are collaborating on the development of this concept. 

K. Maddie reiterated that our two newest sections, the 13’er and 14’er Section (also called the High 

Peaks Section) and the Mountain Biking Section are holding organizational meetings and will likely 

have a member welcoming celebration later this year, pending COVID regulations. 

L. Maddie anticipated adding 2 additional sections within 6 months.  She solicited the Zoom audience 

to submit proposals for these new sections but definitely on her short list are sections for Sport 

Climbing and Trail Running.  All of these new sections will have their own set of regulations for trip 

leadership that are possibly different from (most likely different from) Denver Group regulations.  

Denver Group Bureaucracy is not desirable in their minds.  

 

7) New regulations imposed by Colorado Parks and Wildlife (CPW) for recreating in State Wildlife Areas:   

Effective July 1, anyone entering a state wildlife area must have a valid hunting or fishing license. If one is 64 

years old or younger, one also must purchase a habitat stamp. The rule change has implications for us.  

Among those would be how CPW plans to implement the rule change and on what sort of timeline.  This is 

part of CPW’s Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan.  Areas being mentioned include Dome 

Rock, Bergen Peak, Beaver Creek, Mt. Evans, and Sharptail Ridge.  I’m sure there are others.  (Do not be 

confused with State Parks – this rule does not apply to State Parks, only to State Wildlife Areas.)  There are 

discussions regarding how non-hunters and non-fishermen can support wildlife habitat protection.  Or this is 

simply a new tax to raise funds for CPW??   

Steve Bonowski and CMC Conservation people are deeply involved.  I am not knowledgeable on this topic.  I 

am only sharing what I have been reading.  DS&L is not playing an active part of this discussion. 

 

 


